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The MINIVER computer program ( ref. 1) is an automated method of using the
simplistic approach to aerodynamic heating. Prime benefits from using
MINIVER computer code are the flexibility and economy resulting from the
use of a point solution technique. This document describes the changes,
modifications, and inclusions which have been adapted to the current version
of the MINIVER program. Extensive modifications were made to various sub-
routines, and a complete new plot package added. This plot package is the
Johnson Space Center DISSPLA Graphics System currently driven under an
1110 EXEC 8 configuration. This document provid6; user instructions on
executing the MINIVER program, gives a detailed description of the changes




The version of MINIVER which was modified used the cumbersome method of
allowing data to be i:,,put by use of a data editor subroutine recognizing
location numbers, rather than conventional input techniques. As a result,
any increase in size of an input array resulted in failure to execute the
program. For this reason, the input data method was changed and will be
handled by FORTRAN NAMELIST.
The old subroutines INPUT and INPUTA were completely removed, eliminating
the need for storing all of the input data within an array called W with
fixed 1500-computer word locations. The user is now free to change array
sizes of the input parameters, 1 th little or no impact in the editing and
execution of the program.
The main subroutine (H800) was extensively modified to handle storing of
generated data in an 1110 UNIVAC-secured file,.and a subroutine called
STORED was written to handle this task. The contents of this secured file
can be retrieved later for plotting purposes.
The printed output was handled by the main program H800; this method was
also changed. A subroutine called NEWOUT was written to allow the main pro-
gram to be almost output free.
The subroutine WRINP, which also handles the printing of input data, was
rewritten to accommodate the changes made with the inclusion of the new
input technique.
Another subroutine changed was SETMUP. This routine sets up thick-skin
parameters and writes out the input.
Changes in subroutines TRANS and OPTMYZ were minor and are indicated through




Once calculations for a body point have been completed, the user has the
option of plotting the generated data or storing it for later processing.
A routine to perform this task was written, and a complete description is
given in section 10 of this manual. The main program makes a call to the
routine which drives the plot package.
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3. INPUT DESCRIPTION
MINIVER input is basically the same as before modification, but the method
of getting the data in the program has been changed. The old method used
the ENCODE, DECODE technique; the new version uses FORTRAN NAMELIST. The
computer name for NAMELIST is DATALO.
Table I shows the input parameters by group, with units and symbols. Two
new columns have been added: program name (the name used in the program)
and array size (the number of computer words currently assigned to that
particular parameter). The array size is assumed to be a single value when
none is shown.
Table II shows the new parameters introduced into the modified version,
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TABLE II. - NEW INPUT PARAMETERS
Program name Description Array size
ICASE Case number
LNGPLT Flag used for plotting.	 >0 long plots
<0 short plots
IHCOPY Flag used for plotting.	 >0 no plot generation
<0 make -plots
IPLTWE Flag used for plotting while in Demand
mode. >0 plot while on Demand
<0 no plot
IFLGOT Flag used for printed output while on Demand
mode. >0 print output data
<0 no print
BOYPNT Body point ID. (Alpha input, 24 characters) 4
TRANME Trajectory ID. (Alpha input, 36 characters) 6
IBPNUM Body point number
IMAXTME Max time used per run ( in seconds)
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4. PROGRAM EXECUTION
There are several ways to execute MINIVER; the most convenient is in demand
mode. Upon sign-on, type on device:
@START ES35-NO6516*LOREN.RUNMIN
Contknts of RUNMIN, including the overlay, are shown in figure 1. Notice
the statements:
@ASG,T 9.
If the user wishes to plot the data generated during the run at a later date, he
must save the contents of unit 9 at end of run, as follows:
@COPY,I 9,FILENAME.ELEMENTNAME
Close attention should be paid to the @ADD statements, as these files con-
tain the input data. The user must generate his own input files. It is
obvious that the user will not get plots on the device with a @START command;
therefore, if plots are desired, the IPLTWE (I Want Plots While Executing)
must be set to 1. Plots will be in microfilm.
Another way to start execution is through the @ADD statement
@ADD ES35-NO6516*LOREN.RUNMIN
Print output will appear on the screen if the IFLGOT flag is set to 1. The
user may want to skip this procedure; if so, set IFLGOT to 0.
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The listing corresponds to the input shown in section 5.
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7. PLOT PACKAGE DESCRIPTION
MINIVER plots are generated using the DISSPLA utility routines as currently
operational on the UNIVAC 1110 EXEC 8 operating system at the Johnson Space
Center. All DISSPLA routines were not used to accomplish this task.
Section 7.1 shows the subroutines used and gives a short explanation of the
usage of each. For more detailed information, see the DISSPLA manuals
(refs. 2 and 3). Several subroutines were written to drive these routines,
PIDTLO (the main driver), HNDYLO, DRAWLO, DSMMLO, and PPLOTI. Description and
usage of these subroutines is given in section 7.2. A detailed flowchart is
shown in section 7.3. Output plots are shown in section 7.4.
7.1 USAGE OF DISSPLA ROUTINES
AXSPLT - To obtain rounded axis scaling parameters for units/inch
(i.e., GRAPH type) axis
CALL AXSPLT(AMIN,AMAX,ORIG,STEP,AXIS)
AMIN - Least data value
AMAX - Greatest data value
ORIG - Returns rounded axis origin
STEP - Returns rounded step size
AXIS - Returns rounded minimum axis
BASALF - To obtain desired alphabet
CALL BASALF('STANDARD-)
CURVE - To draw a curve
CALL CURVE(XARAY,YARAY,NPNTS, IMARK)
XARAY - Array containing X-values
YARAY - Array containing Y-values





IMARK - Frequency of marker symbol
> 0 Points connected with symbols
= 0 Points connected. No symbols
< 0 Points not connected
DISSPLA (automatically) allows up to 14 different symbols
ENDPL - To end a plot and create a new physical page
CALL ENDPL(IPLOT)
MOT is the plot number
> 0 Summary on printer and plot
= 0 No summary on either
< 0 Summary on plot only
ERASE - Erase screen contents
CALL ERASE
ERTRAN - To fetch current date and time
CALL ERTRAN(9,DATE,TIME)
The number 9 is required by the system. The other two arguments are
self-explanatory.
GRACE - To set margin around the subplot area (beyond which curves will be
scissored) to an arbitrary value. Default is 0.5 inch
CALL GRACE(GRACEM)
GRACEM - Width of grace margin around subplot area in inches
GRAPH - To set up linear axis specified in units/inch
CALL GRAPH(XORIG,XSTEP,YORIG,YSTEP)
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XORIG - Value of X at the axis origin
XSTEP - X step size in units/inch
YORIG - Value of Y at the axis origin
YSTEP - Y step size in units/inch
GRID - To draw a grid in the subplotted area
CALL GRID(IXGRID,IYGRID)
IXGRID - Number of grid lines per X-axis step
IYGRID - Number of grid lines per Y-axis step
HEIGHT - To set character height. Default is 0.14 inch
CALL HEIGHT(HITE)
HITE	 - Character height in inches
INTNO - To plot an integer (in inches) from the physical origin
CALL INTNO(INUM,XPOS,YPOS)
INUM - Integer to be plotted as a string of digits
XPOS - X-coordinate in inches
YPOS - Y-coordinate in inches
IOWAIT - An interrupt to allow user viewing of display
CALL IOWAIT(IARG)
IARG - Number of seconds of image to remain on screen
LEGEND - Identifies the curves on a plot by their markers as provided by
DISSPLA. The text for the legend must be supplied in an array
which has been packed with the routine called LINES. The sequence
of the lines should correspond to the order of use of the markers.
CALL LEGEND(IPKRAY,NLINES,XPOS,YPOS)
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IPKRAY - Name of array containing packed lines
NLINES - Total number of curves to be identified
XPOS - X-distance from physical origin to lower left corner of legend,
in inches
YPOS - Y-distance from physical origin to lower left corner of legend,
in inches
LINES - To pack a line of text
CALL LINES(LS'fRNG,IPKRAY,ILINE)
LSTRNG - Character string terminated by $
IPKRAY - Pack array to receive the line
INLINE - Sequence number of line being packed
MESSAG - To plot a message string, in inches from physical origin
CALL MESSAG(LMESS,IMESS,XPOS,YPOS)
LMESS - Characters to be written
IMESS - Number of characters in LMESS
XPOS - X-distance from physical origin to start of message, in inches
YPOS - Y-distance from physical origin to start of message, in inches
MIXALF - Refer to OISSPLA manuals (refs. 2 and 3)
NOCHEK - Suppress listing of points out of range. The default option is for
the point out of range listed on the printer.
CALL NOCHEK
TEKEGM - QISSPLA interface with 1110 UNIVAC
CALL TEKEGM(480)






XINTAX - Integer numbering on X-axis
CALL XINTAX
YINTAX - Integer numbering of Y-axis
CALL YINTAX
MANG - Angle labels on Y-axis
CALL YAXANG(ANGLE)
ANGLE - Angle from horizontal, in degrees
7.2 MINIVER PLOT ROUTINES USAGE
PLOTLO - The driver routine for the plot package
CALL PLOTLO(TIME,NHFLAG,ARIDErr-,ATRE,TZ,ZZ,VZ,ALFAOT,DELTAT,ITHICK,LNGPLT,
TIN,MAXTME,DEVICE)
Argument in the call statement as defined in section 3.
Subroutines required: DRAWLO,DSMMLO,PPLOTI,HNDYLO
Libraries required : LOCALIB,DISSPLA,PLOT10
DRAWLO - A utility routine which collects DISSPLA routines that are called
several times. The routine was written to avoid numerous calls to
the same procedures.
CALL DRAWLO(XO,XD,XL,YO,YD,YL,XARRAY,YARRAY,NPOINT,IFLAG,IPASS)
XO	 - X-origin in inches
XD	 - X delta increments in inches
XL	 - X-axis range in inches
YO	 - Y origin in inches
YD	 - Y delta increments in inches
YL	 - Y-axis range in inches
XARRAY - X array to be plotted
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YARRAY - Y array to be plotted
NPOINT - Number of X-Y pairs
IFLAY - To indicate closing of a given frame
IFLAG - 1 One plot per frame
IFLAG - 2 Two plots per frame
IFLAG - 3 First plot of a set of two
PASS - Not used
Subroutines required: None
Libraries required : LOCALIB,DISSPLA,PLOT10
DSMMLO - Find minimum and maximum of an array
CALL DSMMLO(NP,A,YMIN,YMAX)
NP - Number of points
A	 - Array name
YMIN - Minimum value
YMAX - Maximum value
Subroutines required: None
Libraries required : None
HNDYLO - A utility routine to eliminate the calling of the same routines in
the plot driver
CALL HNDYLO(XARRAY,YARRAY,NP,ILABL,IPASS)
XARRAY - X array to be plotted
YARRAY - Y array to be plotted
NP	 - Number of x,y pairs
ILABL - Y axis label (36 characters maximum)





Libraries required : LOCALIB,DISSPLA,PLOT10
PPLOTI - To place a label on the y-axis
CALL PPLOTI(ILABL,ICASE)
ILABL - Label to be used (36 characters maximum)
ICASE - Case number
Subroutines required: None
































CALL. I.NhYI O('rz,PL,NT,2,1 )










SMLVTrWl PLUTLO ( TW.. , NHFLA(, , ARI: Ii7 , ATRE,TZ, I
ZZ,VZ,ALFAOT,DRLT AT, ITIIICK,UV;PLT,TrN,K XTMI,
DEVICE)
Dfrr m DDYPNt, 'rRANMt.,`DEYICR^
?AEA ICE J1 17, J2 500, J) 32
TKI YOLLOWrmG ARRAYS ARE DIMINSVINED J21
TrM, XKU..1, RM1, QC1, QCIT,TM U I, TW1,





CCP}ION/DrBUJo/ BDYFNT,TRAM., TCASY., IHCOPY
COMON/AXDAT/ XOR,X9T EP, XAXI3
COMM/ARRAY/QC 1,TIME1,BErA 1, ALPHA1,MI1,
hPACZ1,XKE1,R}Z1,CP1,TWI,TREP1,
QT,rr,TW2,QCiT
CCl4GN/MAX/QM, B ETAM, AKIZM, HFACZM, FEM, CRM,
TREPM
COMMON,/PLM/JRCD, IT, ST, NT2,NF?,PCT
COM" I?T A IDU?LIPAX
-L
----
ALL PLOT LABELS CONTADI SIX COMPVIIR WORD.
( 1) Altitude(Ft.)
2) Velooity(tt/see)
1 ( )) Alpha (degrees)
( L) Lsain" Factor@
I
( 5) Deflection Factors
( 6) Local Mcah Number
( 7) hornolde Numbers
( E) Refeo
( 9) Local Preeeure(lbf/ft/al)
(10) Cp
(11) Q Dot (Btu/ft-:j-sec)
(12) T Well (I 1eg F)
(13) Control Surfnce Def. (Deg.)







AND BRANCH TO PROPER PLACE
CALL D3*U (IT,QC IT, Yr. IN,YIOAX)
CALL AXSPLT(O.0,YMAX,6.O,TOR,YSTV,TAX13)
CALL. PPLCTI ( 11,ICASt)
I CALL DRAWLO ( XOR,XSTFP , XAX IS, Y OR. YSTPl , TAXIS,
TDMI,QC1rnr)r))
































- ^--	 ANIDFJ^ 1
NO
CALL KV:)YLC('nMI,DELTAT,I7,11,)
CA' HNDTLO ( TDM".TRtT1 , I'*,12,3)







CALL ItYDYLO ( TI7•'K1,T11,IT, ' 2,3)	 1
O	 PALSII
TIM









S'T110UTINC DRAWI.U ( XO,RU, XL, TO, YO, YL,X&MAT . YANI AT, NTO INT. IFLA'1 . rTAss)









------- -	 --- -- — - --.
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CALL NkJS .V:(PATC , G,II.^,-0.7)
CALL MY.IGIIT(1.16)









CALL CI IIIVI:(S%l (11AY,YAIIhAY,	 .^
MINI ric" 1 )
R„	 Y 1 1
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10	 IIJD OF LOOP
CALL TITLE(1H ,-l,'(T)IMS (()ECONDS$',
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18	 SUBROUTINE AIR62 (HGM,T,RHO,P,V)
aec	 H-ALTITUDE












11tc	 V-VELOCITY OF SOUND
talc	 G-FRAUITY
138C	 GIVEN H,h,HB(1)TO H3(N),TM2(1) TO TMB(N),GLMB(1) TO























37t	 DO 1 I.2,N
331	 IF(H-HS(I))2,1,1
391	 1 CONTINUE




44t	 GO TO 6
451	 3 T-TMB(I-1)+GLMB(I- 1)t(H-HB(I - 1))
461	 RHO - RHOB(I - 1)IEXP(- ( 1.0+GO /( 1716 . 4827I GLMB(I - 1)))*ALOG(T/TMB(I-1)
471	 1))










to SUBROUTINE ATMS4 (H,T,DENS,P,SPS)
it REAL LMR
311 DIMENSION PB(14),ZI(19) ,PK(6,S),RHOK(6,3),TK(6,5),TMB( ATMS4
41 114),LMB(14).TB(14)
it DATA PRASE /6.231601759E-5/ ATM54
6 1 DATA ZI	 /1!632 .1,17853.3,28000.,49000.,83004 ATMS4
71 X.,9.E4,1.ES,1.lES,1.2E5,I.SES,1.6E$,1.7ES.1.9E5,2.3ES, ATMS4
It X3.E5,4.ES,S.E5.6.ES,7.ES/ ATMS4
911 DATA	 PK	 /1.6871582C-2, ATM54
10t X- 1.142S176E-4,- 1.3612327E- 9,7.3624145E -14, ATMS4
lit X- 1.080031SE- 17,3.3046432E -22.-7.9910777E-2, ATMS4
til t X-8.1046438E-S,-5.5522383E-9,3.1116969E-13, ATMS4
138 X- 1.6687827E-17,3.83193S1E -22,9.8414277E-1, ATMS4




lo t X-2.58298177E-4 ,3.76139346E-9,-4.20887236E-14, ATMS4
19 8 X1.60182148E-19.-I.92508927E-25/ ATMS4
201 DATA	 RHOK	 /1.3302117E-2, ATMS4




25 1 X-1.4349679E-4.-2.8271736E-9,4.7480092E-14, ATMS4
261 X1.8863246E-18,-4.2702411E-23/ ATMS4








35t X-4.989659S3E2 ,3.92137281E-2,-4.95180601E-7, ATM34





391 X2160 .6S,2420.6S,2S90.6S,2700.GS / ATMS4
401 DATA	 LAB
	 / 3.E-3,5.E-3,10.E-3,20.E-3,1S.E-3, ATMS4
411 X10.E-3,7.E-3,5.E-3,4.E-3,3.3E-3,2.6E-3,1.7E-3,1.1E-3, ATMS4
421 XI.1E-3/ ATMS4
431 DATA	 PR	 /.172244361E-4,.315971712E-S, ATM54
441 X. 774389807E-6,.265977111E- 6,.535849383E -7, ATMS4
4St X. 39128494SE-7,.295911117E-7,.178715656E-?, ATMS4
46t X. 739258171E-B..200573116E- 8,.430456606E -9, ATM54
47t X.11731S48SE-9,.370198961E-10,.1281IS330E-1e/ ATM54
481 Z-H/3.280833 ATM54
491 IF	 (Z)	 S,9,6 ATMS4
501C H LESS THAN 0 SET TO 0 ATMS4
51t 5 Z-0.0 ATMS4
Sg t GO TO 9
531 6 IF	 (Z- 700000.) 9,9,8 ATMS4
543C H GREATER THAN 7000" METERS SET TO 7000ee ATMS4
SS t 8 Z-700000. ATMS4
S61 9 N-0 ATMS4
S7t to H-M+1 ATM54
621 IF	 (Z-ZI(N))	 40,40,1e ATMS4
691 40 IF	 (N-S)20,20,65




64tC STD COMPUTATION FOR TEMPERATURE ATMS4
661 65 IF (N-5) 70,70,80
d68C H LESS THAN 63004. METERS ATMS4
071 70 T- TK!1,N)+TK(2, H) tZ+TK(3,N)11Z2+TK(4,N)SZ3 +TK ( S, N)S Z 4+ ATM54
681 1TK(6,M)SZS ATMS4
691 T -T*I.8 ATMS4
708 GO TO 110 ATM54
711 90 IF (N-6) 8S,82,8S ATMS4
78tC T FOR	 83604. THRU 900". ATMS4
731 82 T-180.65111.8 ATMS4
741 GO TO 110 ATM`4
76tC T FOR GREATER THAN 90660 ATMS4
761 25 M-H-6 ATMS4
771 T-TM1(M)+LM8(M)*(Z—ZI(N-1)) ATMS4
781 T	 -TSI.8 ATMS4
-14
791 110 IF 1N-51 139,136,150
201C H LESS THAN 83094 METERS
81: 139 CON- 19.0
821	 IF (N-3) 135,135,132
831 132 CON-9.8066SE-4
841 135 P -CON tEXP(PK(1,H)+PK(2,M)*Z+PK(3,H)XZ2+PK(4,M)tZ3+
851	 IPK(S,N)XZ4+PK(6,M)tZ5)
861	 P -Pt208.9
871	 GO TO 300
881 159 IF (M-6)160,169,170
891 160 P-PBASEtEXP((-1.373301523EI2t(Z- 83984.))i(189.6St
901	 1( 6344860.+Z)t(6344860.+83004.)))
911	 P -P1268.9













































DIMENSION XJ(100),YI(26), Z(26,40), A(1040), 21(40,26)
EQUIVALENCE (A,ZI)


















































































IF( X .LT. XJ(J) ) GO TO 70
60 CONTINUE
K-MM-MH	 BINT0150
GO TO 80	 BINT0155
70 K-J-MN	 SINT0160




ZZ-ZM IN + (( Y -YI(I-1)) i (YI(I)-YI(I-1)))f(ZMAX-ZMIN)
	 BINT01B0
!F((ITABLE.E0.1).AND.(ZZ.LT. 0.))ZZ-0.





IF (ITABLE .EO. 1) HSUBD-ZZ
IF (ITABLE .EQ. 2) ALEU-ZZ
RETURN
300 URITE(6,900) X,Y
900 FORMAT(72H8 1299' NEGA T IVE TEMP OR PRESS RATIO LESS THAN 10-6




920 FORMAT(73H0 992!2 NEGATIVE TEMP OR DENSITY RATIO LESS THAN 10-8







































































































































































419800 .,23400.,36000.,0.,3600.,4500., 5400., 6300.,7200.,8100.,9000.,BINT0250
59900.,10800 .,11700.,12600.,13500.,14400.,1 5300.,16200..17180.,180eBIHT9255





DATA (vIcl),I . 1,26)/.958E-8. .958E-6, .958E-5 , .958E-4 , .958E-3 DINT0286
1 ,.958E-2 , .958E -1 ,.958 , 9.58, 	 19.16 ,1.E-6,1.E-4,1.E-3,1.BIMT029G
2E-2,	 i.E-1 , 1. ,	 10., 100. . 1.E-6	 , i.E-4 , I.E-3 , 1.E-2, 1.BIMT029S
3E-1 , 1.	 , 10. , 100. /	 BINT9390
	
DATA (A(K),K - 1,200) / 0.,	 1.8E+3, 3.82E+3,	 6.0E+3,
1 8.2E+3 . 10.6E+3 	 11.43E+3	 12.0E+3	 12.23E+3	 12.26E+3 , BIMT0310
2 30112.45E+3 , 0.	 1.56E+3	 1.621E+3	 1.779E+3	 2.138E+3 ,BIMT9316
3 2.857E+3	 4.122E+3	 5.98E+3	 8.18E+3	 10.11E+3	 11.35E+3 , BINT0320
4 11.96E+3	 12.23E+3
	
12.35E+3	 12.40 E+3	 12.43E+3 , 12.44E+BINT9325
53 , 23912.45E+3 , S. 1.522E+3 1.553E+3 1.607E+3, 1.727E+3,BINT9330
61.97E+3 , 2.432E+3, 3.219E+3 , 4.422E+3 , 6.037E+3 ,7.869E+3 ,9.SBIhT@335
762E+3, 10.83E+3, 11.6E+3 ,12.elE+3 , 12.22E+3 , 12.33E+3 , 12.38EBINT9340
8+3 , 12.42E+3 , 12.43E+3 , 12.44E+3 ,19912.45E+3 , 0. ,1.411E+3, BINT0345
91.489E+3 , 1.531E+3 , 1.579E+3, 1.664E+3 , 1.819E+3, 2.092E+3 ,2.59INT9350
143E+3	 3.235E+3 , 4.215E+3, 5.480E+3 , 6.945E+3 , 8.432E+3 , 9.BIMT0355
2745E+3	 10.748E+3 , 11.428E+3 , 11.85E+3 , 12.09E+3 , 12.23E+3 ,BINTe36e
3 12.32E+3 , 12.37E+3 , 12.40E+3 , 12.41E+3 , 12.42E+3 , 4i12.44EBINT036S






	 1.847E+3	 2.091E+3	 2.458E+3, BINT9375
6 2.979E+3	 3.683E+3	 4.58eE+3	 5.649E+3 , 6.831E+3	 8.039E+3,BINTe380
7 9.14SE+3
	 10.094E+3 , 10.82E+3, 11.36E+3 , 11. 72E+3, 11.96E+3, BINT9385
8 12.12E+3
	 12.22E+3 , 12.30E+3 , 12.34E+3	 12.36E+3, 12.39E+3 , BINT9390
9 12.40E+3	 12.42E+3,12.43E+3 , 3912.44E+3	 5112.45E+3/	 BINT9395
DATA (A(K),K - 201,280)/ e., .461E+3. .7198E+3.
1 .9597E+3,




	 1.978E+3, 2.2236E+3	 2.585E+3 , 3.041E+3 ,DINTS419
3 3.611E+3, 4.304E+3
	 5.102E+3, 5.989E+3
	 6.922E+3 ,	 7.86E+3 ,DINTS415
4 8.754E+3, 9.559E+3	 10.23E+3, 10.78E+3	 11.21E+3 . 11.53E+3 ,BINT0420
5 11.76E+3,	 11.9SE+3	 12.e8E+3, 12.18E+3	 12.24E+3 , 12.29E+3 ,BIMTe425
6 12.33E+3,	 12.35E+3	 12.38E+3, 12.39E+3 ,3112.45E+3,	 0.	 ,BIMT8430
7 1.660E+2, 2.869E+2	 4.483E+2. 6.378E+2	 8 324E+2	 1.009E+3 ,BIMT@435
81.1154E+3, 1.269E+3 	 1.364E+3, 1.452E+3	 1.543E+3	 1.650E+3 ,BINT@44e
9 1.784E+3, 1.954E+3	 2.169E+3, 2.437E+3	 2.769E+3	 3.168E+3
1 3.636E+3, 4.176E+3	 4.772E+3, S.431E+3	 6.125E+3	 6.840E+3 ,BIHT0450
2 7.554E+3, 8.238E+3	 8.902E+3, 9.483E+3	 10.01E+3	 10.45E+3 ,11NT9455
3 10.83E+3, 11.14E+3 	 11.49E+3, 11.60E+3	 11.77E+3	 11.90E+3 ,3INT846e
43112.45E+3/	 BINT0465
DATA (A(K),K -281,369)/ 0., 5.466E+1, 9.779E+1,
1 1.611E+2, 2.467E+2 	 3.537E+2, 4. 777E+2	 6.118E+2	 7.475E+2 ,BIhT8475
2 8.783E+2, 9.973E+2	 1.106E+3, 1.207E+3 	 1.303E+3	 1.491E+3 ,91hT9480
3 1.505E+3, 1.622E+3 	 1.756E+3, 1.914E+3 	 2.097E+3	 2.314E+3 oBINT04854 2.565E+3, 2.849E+3	 3.174E+3, 3.538E+3	 3.937E+3	 4.373E+3 ,91MT9490
5 4.849E +3, 5.341E+3	 5.842E+3, 6.365E+3	 6.899E+3	 7.417E+3 ,BIHT0495
6 7.922E+3, 8.397E+3	 8.872E+3, 9.286E+3	 11.60E+3 ,2112.45E+3 ,BINT@5e9
7 0.	 , 17.30	 31.65	 , 53.20	 83.2	 ,1.236E+2	 ,BINTOSS5
B 1.743E+2, 2.359E+2	 3.069E+2, 3.85E+2	 4.71E+2 , 5.59E+2	 ,8IMTOS19
9 6.28E+2 , 7.089E+2	 8.291E+2, 9.182E+2	 1.007E+3 , 1.096E+3 ,31470615
1 1.189E+3, 1.285E+3 	 1.388E+3, 1.501E+3	 1.624E+3 , 1.760E+3 ,BINT@Sae
2 1.910E-3, 2.976E+3 	 2.259E+3, 2.459E+3 	 2.680E+3 , 2.921E+3 ,BINT9S25
3 3.179E+3, 3.46E+3	 3.752E+3, 4.061E+3	 4.387E+3 , 4.732E+3 ,BIHTOS39
4 5.98E+3 , 6.89E +3 	 IO.SE+3 , 12.45E+3/ 	 BINT0535
DATA (A(K),K - 361,640)/ 9., 13.88, 22.48,
1 37.7259.42	 88.47	 1.2S7E+2
	
1.713E+2	 2.252E+2 ,BIMTOS45
2 2.865E+2, 3.482E+2	 4.267E+2	 S.026E+2	 S.817E2	 6.612E+2 ,BI14TOS5@
3 7.414E+2, 8.227E+2 	 9.031E+2	 9.879E+2	 1.074E+3	 1.164E+3 011NT05SS
4 1.260E+3, 1.360E+3 	 1.479E+3	 1.590E+3
	 1.729E+3	 1.863E+3 ,BINT9560
5 2.016E+3, 2.187E+3	 2.372E+3	 2.568E+3	 2.784E+3	 3.01E+3 ,BINT0565
6 3.255E+3, 3.513E+3
	 3.785E+3	 4.07E+3
	 5.6E+3	 10.5E+3 ,11hT@570
7 12.45E+3,	 291.35	 1.125, 1.09 , .93
	 .73 ,	 .62	 .56 ,	 BINT9575
8	 .52 ,	 .500,309.50, 1.35 , 1.335, 1.172, 1.147, 1.143, 1.051,
	 BINTOS69
9 .786,	 .609,
	 .580,	 .540,	 S20,	 .595,288.50, 1.35 , 1.346,
	 BINT9585
1 1.233, 1.157, 1.154, 1.130,
	 .998,
	 .759,	 .610,	 .578,	 .541,	 1INT059e
2	 S21,	 S99,27S.50. 1.35 , 1.355, 1.355, 1.213, 1.167, 1.144,
	 BINT9595
3 1.114,	 .970,	 .762,	 .628,	 588,	 S74,	 535,	 519,	 S99,	 BINT06ee
4259.59, 1.35 , 1.355, 1.391, 1.327, 1.227, 1.18e, 1.160, 1.105,
	 BINTS605
5 .982,	 .808, .669	 .60S , .587 , .570 , .530 , .518 , .507 ,	 BIMT0619
6231.50,291.35,1.404	 1.405, 1.320, 1.225, 1.196, 1.158, 1.115,
	 DINTS615
OR
0' ,'GINAL PAGr ]S
 POOR QVA
U
1S41 71.019 .885	 , .746	 , .652
	 , .601	 , .570	 , .567, 530, .515
1559 8 .507 .502,181.50/
1S61 DATA	 (A(K),K • 641,1000)1 1.35,1.35, 1.407, 1.437, 1.424,
1571 1 1.347, 1.265, 1.215, 1.167, 1.131, 1.071, .975	 , .860 .756
1581 2 .669, .618	 , .584 .S58	 , .540	 , .520	 , G10, .502 181.5,
1591 3211.35,1.408 ,1.445 1.464, 1.449, 1.404, 1.327, 1.268, 1.235,
1601 4 1.158, 1.118, 1.059, .979 .893 805 , .726 .662 .618
1611 5 .S85 .564 .531 .525 .518	 ,161.50, .77 .772 .732
1621 6 .726 .710 .681 .680 .690 .700 .710 .718 725,
1631 7 .731	 ,271.734, .77 .772 .750 .735 .734 .717 .683
1641 8 .683	 , .694 .702 .712 .720 .726 .7.10	 ,269.734,.77
1651 9 .772	 ,.763 .739 .734 .729 .708 .632	 ,.686 .697
1661 1 .704 .712 .719 .720	 ,26t.734o .77 .772	 , .770 .747
167, 2 .738 .734 .725 .704	 ,.684 .691	 ,.7,.708,.716,.725,
1681 3 262.734, .77 .773	 , .773 .762 .144 .738	 , .732
1691 4 .723 .705 , .687 .689	 , .703 .710 .721 .729	 ,252.734,
1761 5 .77 .772 , .774, .773	 , .756 .743 .739 .732	 , .724	 ,
1711 6 .709 .693	 , .684 .696	 , .710	 ,.72,.727,242.734,.77,.772,
172= 7 .775 .777	 , .772 .758	 , .747 .739 .732	 , .724	 , .715	 ,
1731 8 .700 .690	 , .690, .693	 , .707 .714 .72S ,222.734/
1741 DATA (A(K),K-1N1,1040)/ .77,. 772, 775, .77S,
	 .776,	 .771,
1758 1 .7614, .753 ,	 .744 , .740 ,	 .788






























DIMENSION ALPHA(25), S(25), DTEMP(100),G(25),ZPLUS(25),ZMINUS(25),
	






61	 COMMON/ THICK/ DTEO, TDOT, TEO, OC, OR, HCOUT, EMISS, HREC,
	




91	 1,TGSF,TIUZ( 501, HCIUZ(50),TGASZ(50),TSINKZ(56),TUI,TSINK,TGAS,HCIN,
	
10t	 2 IFIRST,DELT
11t 2000 FORMAT(1Hl, 13x, 36H***MfUTON —RAPHSON FAILED TO CONVERGE,
	
12 1	 	 45H ON A VALUE FOR THE OUTER UALL. TEMPERATURE AT, F10.3,
	
131	 2	 11H SECONDSRttt)
141 2001 FORMAT(/1H ,SHK(l)-, E10.3,8H DX(1)-,E9.3, 2X, 4HEPS-, E11.3, 2X,
	
151	 1 GHNSUBC-, E9.3, 2X, SHTREC-, E9.3, 2X, 6HHUALL-, E9.3, i1H
	
161	 2SHTREC-, E10.3, 2X, 6HTUALL-, E9.3, 2X, SHSTEP-, 12)
171 3000 FORMAT(1H0, 13x, 36H11SMEUTON—RAPHSON FAILED TO CONVERGE,
	
181	 1	 45H ON A VALUE FOR THE INNER UALL TEMPERATURE AT, F10.3,
	
19t	 2	 11H SECONDS231)
2*1 3001 FORMAT (1H ,&HKtIMAX)-, E9.3, 2X, 9HDX(IMAX)-, E9.3, 2X, 6MEPSIN-,
	
211	 1 E9.3, 2X, 3HHC-, E10.3, 2X, GHTSINK-, E9.3, 2X, SHTGAS-, E10.3, 2
	
221	 2X, SHSIEP-, 12)






26t	 DATA STEVIE/ .4760E-12/
27tC
281C




321	 IF (IFIRST -L0. 0) GO TJ ISO
	
33t	 DT - DELT
349 150 IF (NSTEP .NE. 1) GO TO 300
	
351	 TUOLD - TU
	
36s






39t	 IF(IDEAL.GT .0) GO TO 176
	
40t	 CALL MOLIER(HU, PL, 2, TU, ZZ, SS, RR, GR)
	
41t	 IF(1DEAL.GT.0) GO TO 176
	
42t	 CALL MOLIER(HREC, PL, 0, TREC, ZZ, SS, RR, GR)
	
43:	 IF(IDEAL.GT.0) GO TO 176
	








50: IF(NTIUZ.LE.0) GO TO 903
	
511	 IF(HCIUZ(1).LE.O.) GO TO 901
	
S2f	 CALL TBLIN(CTIME,TIUZ,HCIH,HCIUZ,Z,ZZ,NTIUZ)
531 901 IF(ABS(TGASZ(1)).LE.-000I) GO TO 902
	
54s	 CALL TBLIN(CTIME,TIWZ,TG,TGASZ,Z,ZZ, HTIUZ)
	
551	 TGAS-TG+459.7




61 1 	 TSINK -TS+459.7
601 903 CONTINUE
	
801	 OC - HCOUT S (HREC — HU)
	
611	 OR - EMISS S STEVIE t TW*114
	
621	 00 - —OR + OC
	
63s	 01 - EMISIN t STEVIE t TUIS* 4 — HCIN x (TGAS — TUI) — EMISIN tt
	
641	 1 STEVIE t TSIW 1$4
661C
661C
679C	 STEP ONE OF RUNGE—KUTTA INTEGRATION. COMPUTE OUTER AND IP44EQ UALL
68tC	 HEAT FLUXES USING INITIAL TEMPERATURES AT TIME(I) OR RESULTS OF






	MC	 COMPUTE COEv FICIENTS OF TRI—DIAGONAL MATRIX OF INTERIOR
	






798	 G(1) • RHO(l) t CP(1) t DX(1)
801	 GOUT - G(1)
tl1	 ZPLUS(I) - 2.$COMD(I)SCOND(2)i(COND(2)tDX(1) + COND(1)IDX(2))
tilt	 ZMIMUS(1 )- A.
931	 FOUT - ZPLUS(i)/G(1)
l4t	 A(1) - 0.
158	 10l • 1. + FOUT t (DT/2.)
•6t	 C(1) - -FOUT t (DT/2.)
871	 D(l) - TSAVE(1) + 00 i GOUT t DT/2.
all
	
IMINUS - IMAX - 1
898	 IF(IMAX.E0.2) GO TO 491
901	 DO 400 1 - 2, ]MINUS
911	 ZMIMUS(I) - 2. t COMD(1)ICOND(I-1) i (COND(I-I)IDX(1) + COND(1)t
928	 1 DX(I-1))
938	 ZPLUS(I) - 2. t COND(I)SCOND(I+1) i (COMD(1+1)IDX(I) + COMD(I)t
948	 1 DX(I+1))
9S8	 G(I) - RHO(I) t CP(I) t DX(I)
96 8	A(I) - - (DT/2.) t ZMIMUS(I)/G(I)
971	 B(1) • 1. + (DT/2.) t (ZPLUS(I) + ZMIMUS(1))/ G(I)
981
	 C(I) - -(DT/2.) t ZPLUS(I)/G(I)
991	 D(I) - TSAVE(I)
1001 400 CONTINUE
1011 401 ZMIMUS(IMAX) - 2. t COND(IMAX)SCOND(IMAX-1)
	 (COND(IMAX-1)tDX(IMA
1021	 1X) + COMD(IMAX)tDX(IMAX-1)1
1031	 ZPLU5(IMAX) • 0.
1041	 G(IMAX) - RHO(IMAX) I CP(IMAX) I DX(IMAX)
lost	 GIN - G(IMAX)
1061	 FIN - ZMIMUS(IMAX) i G(IMAX)
1071	 A(IMAX) - -FIN t (DT/2.)
1081	 B(IMAX) - 1. + FIN I (DT/2.)
1091	 C(IMAX) - S.
list	 D(IMAX) - TSAVE(IMAX) - DT/2. t OI/GIM
1111C
112tC
1131C	 SOLVE FOR NEW TEMPERATURES BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION METHOD.
1141C
1151C
1}9t	 CALL GAUSS(A, B, C. D. ALPHA, S. T, IMAX)
1 7tC
11t1C
1191C	 COMPUTE THE DERIVATIVES ASSOCIATED WITH NEW TEMPERATURES.l"I c
1211C
1112 1	CALL DRIVEL(DTEMP, G. ZPLUS, ZMINUS, 00, 01, T. MSTEP, IMAX)
1231C
1241C
1251C	 AT STEPS 1.2, AMD 3 OF RUNGE-KUTTA, USE LATEST TEMPERATURES TO
1261C	 COMPUTE NEW OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE.
1271C
1Pt1C
129 1 C 	 IF NSTEP - 4. RUNGE-KUTTA IS COMPLETED. CALCULATE FINAL MODE
130tC	 TEMPERATURES, WALL TEMPERATURES, AND HEAT FLUXES
131tC
1321C
1331	 IF(MSTEP .EQ. 4) CALL FINALT(TSAVE, DTEMP, IMAX, 4, DT, T)
1341	 TNEWTI	 T(1)
1351	 LIM - 2 t IMAX + 1
1361C
1371C
1381C	 AT STEP 4, USE TEMPERATURE(M) PLUS DERIVATIUE COMPUTED AT STEP 3.
1391C
14*1C
141t	 IF (NSTEP .EQ. 3) THEWTL - TSAVE(1) + DTEMP(LIM) t DT
1421	 TERM - 2. t COND(1)/ DX(1)
1431	 ROUT - EMISS t STEVIE
1441	 HCOUTI - HCOUT t (HREC-HU)/(TREC-TU)
1451	 BOUT - HCOUTI + TERM
146 1	 COUT - HCOUTI t TREC + TERM t TMEWTI
1471C
1NtC
1491C	 SOLVE FOR NEW OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE BY NEWTON-RAPHSOM METHOD.
1Stl1C
1611C
152 1	 CALL NEWT(AOUT, BOUT, COOT, TW, ICANT)
1S31C
1641C
1SS1C	 IF CONVERGENCE NOT OBTAINED, ABANDON CASE.
1561C
157tC	 8 .1c
Y15171 IF (ICANT ,ME. 0) GO TO 908
15910
16!11 C
1611C REPEAT PROCESS TO COMPUTE NEW INNER WALL TEMPERATURE.
16210
1631C
1641 TNEVT2 - T(IMAX)
1661 LIN	 -	 3	 IS	 IMAX
I", IF	 INSTEP	 .EO.	 3) TNEVT2
	 - TSAVE(IMAX)
	 . DTEMP(LIN) t D7
Is?. TEP"2 - 2.	 t COND(IMAX)i DX(IMAX)
1681 AIN--EMISIN t STEVIE
1691 BIN --	 (HCIN	 *	 TERM2)
1701 CIN	 AIN IS TSINK1184 - HCINtTGAS - TERM21THEW72
1711 CALL HEWT(AIN,	 PIN,	 CIN,	 TWI,	 ICANT)
1723 IF	 (ICANT	 .NE.	 0) GO TO 910
1733C
1741C CORRECT HEAT FLUXES FOR NEW WALL TEMPERATURES
17f1C1781 IF	 (IDEAL	 .GT. •) GO TO 4101771 CALL MOLIER (HW,PL,2,T11,22,SS,RR,GR)1781 IF	 (IDEAL	 .GT.	 0) GO TO 410
1791 GO TO 4201801 410 HU -	 .24 t TW1811 420 CONTINUE1821 OC - HCOUT IS (HREC - HW)
1831 OR -	 EMISS t STEVIE t TWt24
1841 00 • -OR ♦ OC
1861 01	 - EMISIN t STEVIE t TWItt4 - HCIN t 	 (TGAS - TWI) - EMISIN i
INS 1 STEVIE IS TSINK224
1871 SM TDOT -(TW - TWOLD)/DT
INIC
1891C




1941 IF	 INSTEP	 .EQ.	 4) CALL STABLE(FIN, 	 FOUT,	 GIN,	 GOUT,	 01,	 TREC)
i 1951 IF(NERROR.EO.1) RETURN
1961 IF	 (IFIRST	 .NE.	 1) GO TO 450
197 1 CALL STABLE	 (FIN, FOUT, GIN,	 GOUT,	 01,	 TREC)
1981 IF(HERROR.EO.1) RETURN
199 1 DO 425 I	 -	 1,	 IMAX
2091 42S T(I)	 -	 TSAVE(I)
2011 IFIRST - 0
202 1 450 CONTINUE
2031 RETURN
2041 9" WWITE(6,20") CTIME
2*S1 GO TO 920
2061 910 WRITE(6,3800) CTIME
2971 920 61RITE(6,2001) COND(1), 	 DX(1),	 EMISS,	 HCOUT,	 HREC,	 141W,	 TREC,	 TU,
2818 1 1 N5TEP
2991 WRITE(6,	 3091) COND(IMAX),	 DX(IMAX),	 EMISIN,	 HCIN,	 TSINK,	 TGAS,
210 3 1 NSTEP









48C	 CONSTANT WIDTH RECTANGLE - IDEAL GAS
51C	 CONSTANT WIDTH RECTANGLE - REAL GAS
61C	 SHARP EDGE DELTA - IDEAL GAS
















IS$	 GO TO 5
	








tat	 GO TO 4
	




231	 IF(NCFFLG.GT .2) GO TO 12
	




261	 IF(VY.LT.1.E-5) GO TO 98
	






Sat	 GO TO 99
	




331	 GO TO 99
30C
	3S1C

















































121	 1 THETA-I.S7* 796-PHI1.4171153
	
171	 IF (PHI.GT .89.) FTR-1.
	




















































t1	 11	 SURROUTIME DINT( XX, XT,Yi,VTi,ZZ,ZT,ML,NL,Y2,YT2,Y3,YT3,IL,YE,YT4)
Ric
	
DOUBLE INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE. IF IL-1, THE SECOND INDEPENDENT
31C	 VARIABLE IS NOT CONSTANT WITH THE FIRST. (THE RANGE OF THE SECOND
4tC
	







It 801 IF(IL.E0.1) GO TO 803
	
91	 IF(XX.LT.XT(1.1))GO TO 802























































41 1	GO TO 802






































811 1113 DO 918 J•1,ML
	







K 1 918 CONTINUE
	



















OF' Pool " " PA c ^ ^^ Ir
8-24	
U['A 1 , ^•^•






















































21C	 DOUBLE INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE.
	
31	 DIMENSION ZT(NL),XT(ML,NL) YT1(ML,NL)
	
48	 IF(ZZ—ZT(1))802,801,801


















151	 GO T') 102
168 902 NTIP•tZZ—ZT(LL))/(ZT(L)—ZT(LL))
	
171	 4 TO 1113




20 t 	 LLM-J—:
	
211	 1:1XX—XT(J,L)1905,906,904
22 1 904 CONTINUE
	









291 1113 IF (XX—XT(1,L)) 805,111S,II1S









'TS t	GO TO 802
36, 917 Y5-YTI(LM,L)
	
37:	 GO TO 1114
381 916 RATIO-(XX— XT(LLM,L))/(XT(LM,L)—XT(LLM,L))
	
39:	 V5-YT1(LLM,L)+RATIOi(YT1(LM,L)—VT1(LLM,L))









45 1	GO TO 802
461 920 V4-VT1(LM,LL)
	
471	 GO TO 925
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IF MACH NO 1S LESS THAN ONE. USE MOD. NEUT014TAN AND LAST SLOPE







22 IF(NF(K+2).EO.29) GO TO 26
BETAP-ALFA(K+1)tPI/180
K-K+2








IF(IDEAL.GT .0) GO TO 160
IF(HE.GT .HO) GO TO 23
IF (BETAP -GE. PI%2) GO TO 23
UE2- (HO -HE )9501$3.
ORIgNA




































































lilt	 GO TO 52
1121C
113tC	 DETERMINE LOCAL FLOU CONDITIONS
1141C
	
I15t	 30 IF(NF(K).GT.38 ) GO TO 43
	






































































































































































IF(IDEAL.GT.0) GO TO 100
ZTL-ZLSTL
AL- SQRT(GAMALIGRIZTL)











IF (DETAP .EO. 0.) VL-0.
ML-VL/AL
00 TO 42
CALCULATE OBLIQUE SHOCK PRESSURE
46 VLT-VUICOS (BE TA1PI/ISO)








42 IF(MF(K+2).ME.29) GO TO 44
CALL PMEXPN(ALFA(K+2),HTOTAL,HL,AL,SD,PL,
IF(IDEAL.GT .9) GO TO 100





4S IF(K.GT.9) GO TO 50
IF(ML.LE.O.) GO TO 50















SUEPT CYLINDER STAG LIME PROPS
43 CALL MOLIER(HSL,PSL,3,TSL,ZSL,SD,RHOSL,GAMASL)












































2663	 GO TO 51
267tC


















2868	 52 CALL HAMSEM(XMUU,PU,TU)
2671	 XMACHU-MU
2B8tC
289tC	 DEFINE HALL PROPERTIES
19811 C
1911	 CALL HOLIER(HU. PE,2,TU,ZU,SU,RHOU,GU)












3041	 IF(IDEAL.E0.1) GO TO 100
3051	 CALL HAMSEM(XMUSTL,PE,TSTL)
306)	 CALL HAMSEM(XMUSTT,PE,TSTT)
307 1	IF(MHF'LAG.E0.5) GO TO 70
3013	 IF(MHFLAG.E0.7) GO TO 70
3091	 CO TO 999
R-35
3101C
3111C	 DEFINE RHO R , MU R PROPERTIES
3121C
3131	 70 CALL MOLIER(MO,PE,S.TSP,ZSP,SSP,RMOSP,GAMASP)














3281	 GO TO 62
3291	 61 TRGESS-2.E7*RMPZS(-7.39)
3301	 62 IF(TRGESS.GT . 8000.) TRGESS- 8090.
3311	 CALL MOLIER(MR,PE,2,TRGESS,ZRG,SRG,RHORG,GAMAG)









3111	 IF(IDEAL.GT.0) GO TO 100
3121	 CALL HOLIER(HR,PE,2,TRGM2,ZRG,SRG,RHORM2,GAMAG)









368 1	IF(I.LT.50) GO TO 62
363 1	65 RHOR-RM(ORG
3611	 XM M-XM AG
ml	 TR-TRGESS
366 1	L(: r9 999
3671C
















3711	 101 IF(MU.LT.1.) GO 10 159
3751	 1F(NF(K)-36 )1!2,103,106
3761 102 ITABLE-1
3771	 GO TO 104
3781 163 ITABLE-2




3831	 GO TO 107
3811 106 BETA-ALFA(K)





3871C	 DETERMINE LOCAL FLOW CONDITIONS
3"IC
3"1	 IF(HF(K).GT.38 ) GO TO 116
39x1	 IF(NF(K+1).E0.14) GO TO 126
3911 IF(W (K+1)-16) 188.109,123
3921 123 IF(NFiK+I)-18) 124,111,125
3931 IN ITABLE-3
3941	 GO TO 110
3951 109 ITABLE-4




4001 111 1ETAP- ALFA(K+1)1PIi180
4011	 PL-PU+(PTOTAL-PU)SSIN(1ETAP)ts2
4021	 GO TO 113
4031	 112 IF(PC.LT.O.) PC-0.
4641	 PL-PU+PCSDUSVUSVUi2.

























4301	 IF(HL.GT.HTOTAL) GO TO 114
431 1	VL-SQRT((HTOTAL-HL)SS9103.)
4321	 GC TO 115
433 1 114 HL-HTOTAL
4341	 PL-PTOTAL
4351	 VL-VUSCOS(BETAP)212
4361	 IF (BETAP .EQ. 0.) VL-0.
4371	 ML-VL/AL
4381	 GO TO 115
439,C
444BC	 CALCULATE OBLIQUE SHOCK PRESSURE
4411C
442, 124 VLT-VUSCOS(SETASPI/180)

















4601	 GO TO 111
4611	 117 K-K+2
462 1	 18 IF(K.GT.9) GO TO 120
463t	 IF(ML.1,E-0.) GO TO 120
RI
8-31














4791	 GO TO 101
4791C
4893C	 MACH HUMBER LESS THAN ONE( IDEAL GAS
4811C






4881	 GO TO 162




4931 162 CALL HA"SEM(XMU0,F0,TO)
4941 16S IF(MF(K+2).E0.29) GO TO 166
4961	 BETAP-ALFA(K+1)tPI/l89
4961	 K-K•2
4971 167 IF(K.GT.7) GO TO 168
498t	 IF(ALFA(K)-0.)168,168,165
4993 166 DETAP-(ALFA(K+1)-ALFA(K+2))ILPIi186
5M3	 IF(DETAP.LT.O.) BETAP -0.
Salt	 K-K+3
Sal	 GO TO 167




6071	 RHO[- PE /(GRITE)
5081	 RHOO- POi(32.2*S3.3S*TO)
5091	 HE-0.24STE
5101	 GMAE -1 .4
Slit	 IF(HE.GT .HO) GO TO 163





5171	 GO TO 164
519, 163 PE -PO
519 1	 HE-HO
520 1 	 TE-TO





























5451	 XRUSTG-XMUO546,	 GO TO 121
6471C6481C	 SWEPT CYLINDER STAG LINE PROPSS491C
S"l 116 VT- VtCOS(IETA&PI/lBG)
ss11	 VN-G.
SS2 ,	IF(VT.LT .UC) !IN- SORT (VD*VD-VT1VT)
6631	 FRM-VMiO4D





























$131	 GO TO 119
5941 C




















60610	 DEFINE MALL PROPERTIES
6"tr;

















6271	 1F(MHFLAG.EO.S) GO TO 150
6211	 IF(NHFLAG.E0.7) GO TO 150
6291	 GO TO 999
6301C















6461 131 TRGESS-2.21E4IRMPIU -2.47)
6171	 GO TO 132
6111 131 TRGESS-2.E71RMP11(-7.39)




663 1 	 ERR-ADS( (RMGESS-RCkMUR)/RORMl1R)












6" 1	 1F(I.LT.S$) GO TO 132
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31C	 MOPT-0 LOOK UP PROPS BASED ON P AMD M
41C
	
MOPT-1 LOOK UP PROPS BASED ON P AMD S
Sic	 14OPT-2 LOOK UP PROPS BASED ON P AND T
61C	 MOPT-3 LOOK UP PROPS BASED ON H AND S
	











123	 DATA PO,CPOR,HO,SOR,G,R,ALE,RTO,CP /2116.,3.48158,117.346,23.6,
	









1Bt	 IF(IZ.EG.33) GO TO 5
	






























331	 S IF(N0PT.E0.3) GO TO 40
	




361	 10 IF(H.LT.100.) GO TO 100
	




39t	 11 RHO- P/(32.2253.35SZIT)
	
401	 GO TO S0













48 1	GO TO S0
	
49:	 20 IF(PL.LT.FLPZ(1)) GO TO 22
	





533 202 IF(S-ENTRO(2,J)) 205,204,204
543 203 IF(S-ENTRO(2,J-1)) 205,204,204
551 204 CALL DINT(S.EMTFO.H,HZ,PL,FLPZ,IZ,JZ,T,TT,Z,ZT,I,GAMMA,GAIIE)
	
56 3	 IF(H-.2222E+30)11,22,22












631	 GO TO 50
	


















731	 GO TO 50
	









79:	 GO TO 18	 O ?,G/^^
1t: 401 IF(H.LT.O. ) GO TO ^?	 0i'^ `f^,9L
113	 ALP-(SOR-S)/ALE+CPOR*ALOGI9(H/HO)
123	 P-POSIS.SSALP	 ^ A'4(J'm
841	 RHO-PP(GsRtT )	 ^U'^41fy
153	 GO TO 50
163	 42 IFP-1
$71	 49 IDEAL-1




913	 DATA (FLPZ(J),J-1,20) /6.30103, 6.69897, 7.0, 7.38103, 7.69897, B.
923	 10, 8.30103, 8.69897, 9.0, 9.30163. 9.69897, 18.8, 18.30103, 10.698
931	 297, 11.0, 11.30103, 11.69897, 12.0, 12.30103,12.69897/
941	 DATA (TTO(L),L-1,204)/	 0., 419., 834.,161fi.,2339.,3032.,3478.,
951	 13848.,4025.,4175.,4320.,4468.,4600.,4880.,5148.,5730.,6238.,6565.,
96t	 26836.,7085.,7155.,7270.,7388.,7693..7911.,8100.,8262.,8410.,8568.,
973	 38723.,8908.,9140.,9450.,	 0., 419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032.,3517.,
98:	 43907.,4130.,4308.,4460.,4608.,4750.,4940.,5260.,5760.,6300.,6705.,
993	 56984.,7195.,7350.,7490.,7596.,7927.,8172.,8374.,8550.,8712.,8878.,
left	 69054.,92;9.,9490.,9780.,	 0., 419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032.,3546.,
loll	 73964.,4224.,4399.,4563.,4708.,4865.,5$60.,5346.,5775.,6350.,6795.,
102t	 87892.,7395.,7495.,7648.,7772.,8125.,8388.,8595.,8784.,8959.,9135.,
1033	 99324.,9529.,9759.,10039., 9., 419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032.,3571.,
1041	 14035.,4295.,4500.,4669.,4830.,4990.,5180.,5450.,5899.,6459.,6870.,
lost	 27218.,7450.,7640.,7790.,7929.,8323.,8604.,8827.,9018.,9216.,94$5..
1061	 39594.,9789.,191130.,10358., 9., 419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032.,3586.,
1071	 44100.,4410.,4630.,4815.,4985.,5150.,5340.,5594.,5990.,6498.,6995.,
1983	 57353.,7620.,7840.,8915.,8172.,8597.,8901.,9150.,9378.,9576.,9765.,






list	 29414.,9657.,9927.,1016e..10380.,10590.,19820.,11180.,11490., 	 e.,
1163	 3 419., 834.,1616..2339.,3932.,3639.,4259.,4655.,4969.,S2e2.,5408.1
1171	 45640.,5840.,6066.,6350.,6790.,7259.,7722.,8095.,8369.,8600.,8725.,
1181	 59378.,9756.,1@960.,1$350.,1$589.,19810.,111149.,31399.,1158$.,
119t	 611880., 0., 419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032.,3640.,4300.,4750.,5060.,
1201	 75323.,5550.,5758.,599$.,6228.,6595.,69$11.,7310.,7839.,8215.,6528.,
1211	 88769.,9$119.,9639.,111$40.,1$390.,1$669.,10920.,1118@.,11428.,













1351	 313960.,14310., 9., 419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032.,3654.,4469.,5811.,
136t	 45548.,5976.,6348.,6655.,6959.,7281.,7575.,7910.,9275.,8658.,9190.,
1371	 59496.,9865.,10188.,11209.,11880.,12426.,12829.,13270.,13600.,
138:	 613960.,14310.,14690.,15080.,9.,419., 834.,1616.,2339.,3032 ,3654.:
139t	 74483.,5925.;5580..6081.,6474.,6830.,7159.,7488.,7810.,8140.,8509.,
1401	 88892.,9311.,97t^9.,10976.,10414.,11580.,1226f.,1c..J0.,133f0.,
1411	 913771.,14140.,14S00.,14889.,15278.,15660., 	 9., 419., 834.,1616.,
1423	 123?9.,3032.,3654.,4497.,S638.,5675.,6169.,6580.,6975.,7340.,7686.,
1431	 28998.,8359.,8740.,9198.,9525.,9936.,18319.,19683.,11849.,12650.,









































































































































































































































3131	 436.35,36.93,37.48,38.04,38.54,39.02,39.,8, '9.94, 4A.3S,40.75.41.13,
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1.1	 1	 SIGMA, EMIS, MATL, NMTL, RHOM, CPM, ICANT, IJiC
	
111	 COMMON/ FLUFLD , PHIL(5), PE, PHILIS(IO), TU, PHILUP(3S)
	
121	 DIMENSION TYM(166). FHCS(100), HR5 t 180). TS(1Ef0),PS(1811► ),
	13 1 	I	 CPMAT(101, TMAT(10)
141CIO03 FORNAT(1H1.54X,2HBD.I4,S H 	PR.13,701	 I'ASE,14•'20X,
	
1SIC	 139HAFRODYNAMIC HEATING ENVIRONMENT 	 "^RY
	




laic	 48X,SH(SEC),4X,13H(LBM,FT2-SFC),4X,9H(STU,LBM).4X,9H(L.BF/ ► T2),6X,
	
101C	 S7H.DEG F) ')
291 20" FORMAT(IHO. 49x, 29HOPTIMIZAIION PROCEDURE RESUL T/ 1HO, SX,
	
211	 1	 12HAT ITERATION. 13,
	
221	 2	 35H MAXIMUM UALL TEMPERATURE REACHED
	
231	 3	 F11.3, 34H DEGREES F WITH A SKIN THICKNESS -. EII.S,
	
241	 4	 FIN INCHES./ 1H , 8X.27HCOMPLETL TRA.IFCTORY UIL1 BE,
	
251	 S	 2HH RERUN USING THIS THICKNESS.)
261 2500 FORMA T(1He. 7X, 36HTRAJLCTJRY UILL BE PERLI •N WITH A SKIN,
	
271	 1	 12H THICKNESS -. F11.St
281 3000 FORMAT(iHO, 16x, 37HFAILURE TO OBTAIN CONVERGENCE OF WALL,
	
291	 1	 47H AND OPTIMUM TFMPEPATURFS AF TER 10 TRIES. CASE,
	
301	 2	 i1H ABANDONED.)
31! 4800 FORMAT(1H8, SX,22HO PTIMUM TEMPE RATURE OF, Ell-S,
	
321	 1	 SIM DEGREES F IS GRFATFP TF+AN THE MAXIMUM LQUILIBRIUM,
	
331	 2	 15H TEMPERATURE OF, 111.5.1114 DEGREES F ./ IH , SX,
	
34:	 31	 16H CASE ABANDONED.)
3St SA00 FORMAT(1HO, 7X, 23HLJITH A SKIN THICKNESS 	 E11.5, 8H INCHES.,
	
361	 1	 3SH MAXIMUM UALL TEMPERATURE REACHED	 Fi0.3,
	
371	 2	 10H DEGREES F' IH , 7X, ISHUHICH IS WITHIN, F10.3,
	
38t	 3	 36H PFR(,LNT OF THE OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE.)
391 6000 FURMAT(IHO, 48X, 32HOPTIMIZATISM - SURPRISING RESULT'
	
401	 1	 11-10, 13X, 29HUITH INITIAL SKIN THICKNESS
	 EI1.5,
	
411	 2	 43H INCHES, MAXIMUM WALL TEMPERATURE RE ACHED -, F11.4,
	
421	 3	 11H DEGREES F,' 1H	 12x, IGH JHICH IS WITHIN, F7.3,
	
431	 4	 SIM PERCENT OF THE OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE. YOUR COMPUTER,
	
441	 S	 43H CONGRATULATES YOU ON YOUR EXCELLENT GUESS.)
451 70.0 FORMA T (IHB, 58X, 271-00PTIMIZATION RFSULT - RERUN, 13)
461 8800 10RMAT(1He, 7X. 394OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE WILL BE REPEATED,
	
471	 1	 24H TO COMPUTE A HEU GUESS.)
49, 9000 FORMATIIHN, 51X, 2SHF!HAL OPTIMIZATION RESULT,
49t 9500 FORMAT( 1H	 7X, 4414YOUR FRIENDLY NL1GHBOkH -
 '-	 ..JTER SUGGESTS'
	
501	 1	 IH	 12X, 43H(1) LOOSLNI HG YOUR CONVERGENCE CR17rRIA, Gk,
	
51,	 2	 IN	 12x, 43H(2) IMPkA I,iNG. BY WHATEVER MEANS AVAILABLE,.
	




THE FOLLOUING EXECUTABLE STATEMENT TOPT- TOPT 1459,7




	 TOPT- TOPT ♦ 459.7
	
S81	 IF 14 - 1) 100, 200, 308
591C
6010





4t	 1•? :	 •
	
g1	 TEOAAX - 0.
	





7.1C	 SAVE FLOUFIELD PARAMETERS AND STORE NF.0 EOUILLBRIUM TEMPERATURE
	
71 1 C	 IF IT EXCEEDS PREVIOUS MAXIMUM.
72tC











791	 PS(N) - PF	 Ac^q
	Bet	 IF (TRE .GT. TFOMAX) TEQMAX	 TRE
	
el l	RETIIRM 	 ^^/ f fj
	
e3^c	 4//,^J
911C	 IF THE OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE IS LESS THAN THE MAXIMUM




993	 IF(M.EO.1) GO TO 1800
903	 IF (TOPT .GE. TEOMAXI GO TO 950
9110
923C
931C	 DETERMINE MAXIMUM HALL TEMPERATURE REACHED.
943C
963C
961	 TMAX - 0.
971	 DO 100 N - 1, NMAX
99 3	 IF (TS(N) .GT. TMAX) TMAX • TS(N)
993 100 CONTINUE
100 3	 IF (M .EQ. 3) GO TO 850
1011	 ITRY - 0
1021	 ICAMT	 0
1031	 DELMEH	 DELO
1911 SOO TDIFF - (TMAX - TOPT)/ TOPT
Its,	 TDIF2
	 (TMAX - TOPT)i(TOPT-Ti)
10630
1071C
lease	 CHECK IF CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN OBTAINED U1TH THIS THICKNESS.
)0910
1101C
1111	 IF (ABS(TDIFF) .LT. PERCNT) GO TO 700
1121	 IF (IDID .EQ. 2) GO TO 750
1131	 IF ([DID .EQ. 3) GO TO 800
1111	 ITRY - ITRY + 1
1151	 IF (ITRY .GT. 2S) GO TO 900
1161C
117,C
112 1 C 	 COMPUTE NEW THICKNESS AND GO THROUGH SIMULATED TRAJECTORY TO
1191r	 GET NEU MAXIMUM UALL TEMPERATURE.
12010
1211C
1221	 DELNEW • DELHEU t TCIF2 + DELHFH
1231	 TU • TI
1211	 TMAX - TU
12S 1	 NM - NF'(AX - 1
1261 550 DO 680 N - 1, NM
127 , 	THO • TL
Ias i	 HU- 0.21 9 TW
12D 1 	 ON - ENCS(N) 8 (HRS(H) - HU) - SIGMA I EMIS s 'HSt ♦




TU - TDOT [ (TYM(14+1) - TYM(N)1 + TUO
133 1	IF !TU .GT. TMAX) TMAX	 TU
131 1 600 CONTINUE
1361	 GO -0 500
1361 700 IF ITRY .EQ. 0) GO TO 860
1371	 TMHR • TMAX - 159.7
1391	 HRITE(6,2000) ITRY, TMHP, DELNEH
1391	 DELO - DELMEH
1101	 RETURN
1111 7S0 T1 - TMAX
1121	 DI • DELNEH
1131	 DELO - DELO + TDIF22 DELO
1111	 GO TO 825
IIS , 8M T2 TMAX
116,	 D2 - DELNEY
1171	 DELO - D2 + (TOPT - T2) 8 (D2 - DI)/ (T2 - T1)





1S31C	 IF THIS HAS RE-RUN OF ORIGINAL TRAJECTORY Pk14T kfSUL T S AND




157: 8S6 TDIFF • ABS(TMAX - TOPT)/ TOPT
1581	 TDCEMT • TDIFF 1100.
1691	 TMUR - TMAX - 459.7
1601
	
IF (TDIFF I.E. PERCNT .OR. IDID .GE. 3) GO TO 655
1611	 URITE(6,7000) IDID




1661 8SS ICAMT	 0
1671	 UR I TE ( 6.9000 )
1681	 VRITE((6,SY*0) DELNFW, TMUR, TDCEMT
1691	 IF (TDIFF .GT. PERCNT! UWI1F.(6,9500)
1761	 RETURN
1711 860 TDCENT - A65(TDIFF) 2 106.
1721	 TMUR • TMAX - 459.7
1731	 URITE(6.6660) DELO. TMUR, TDCENT












18610	 IF OPTIMUM TEMPERA T URE IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM EOUILLIBRIUM
1871C	 TEMPERATURE, ABANDON CASE.
logic
Logic
1901 950 TOUR	 TOPT - 459.7
1911	 TEOUR	 TEOMAX - 459.7
1 WRITE(6,406) TOUR, TEOUR









8001	 DO 1002 K-1,MRAX
2111	 TWF•TS(K)-459.7
Real	 WRITE(6,1001) TYM(K),ENCS(K),NRS(K), PS(K), TUF
8631 1001 FORMAT(6X, rB.2,3X.Ell.5,6X.F8.2,3X,E11.5,4X,F8.2)
8041 1662 CONTINUE
26!61	 UPITE(6,1004)














101 DIMENSION A(6,6,28)	 ,	 B(10081
118 EQUIVALENCE	 (A(1,1,1),	 B(1))
121 OFFTBL -0.
131 X3 -X
141 IF(X.GT.	 26.)X-26. PCS00015
15 1 IPATCH -0 PCS00020
161 IF(	 X	 I.T.. 	 1.)	 GO	 TO	 500 PCS0002S
171 IF(Y	 I.E.. 	 0.)	 GO TO 510 PCSW9O30
161 IF(	 Y.GT.60.	 .AND.((ITABLE.EQ.	 2).OR.(ITABLE	 .EQ.4)))G0 TO 520 PC5Y0035
19t IF	 (	 Y.GT.SS.	 .AND.	 ((1TABLE	 .EQ.	 1).CR.(ITABLE	 .EG.	 3)))GO TO 52OKSU0046
26t GO TO (10,30,50,70),ITABLE
211 10 IF((X.LE.	 1.7).AHD.(Y.LE,16.))GO	 TO	 101 PC5000S0
221 IF((X.GT.	 1.7).AND.(X	 LE.2-8).AND.(Y.LF-. 	 32.))GO	 TO	 102 PC500055
23, IF	 (X.LE.2.8) GO TO 520 PCSJ0060
24t IF(Y.LE.	 16.)	 GO TO 103 PCSWO065
25: IF(Y.LE.	 35.)	 GO TO 104 PCS0O079
26: IF((X.GT.	 3.4)	 .AND.	 (Y.LE.	 45.))GO	 TO	 105 PCSLI007S
271 IF	 (X	 .GT.	 8.)	 GO	 TO	 106 PCS00080
288 GO TO 520 PCS6"85
291 39 IF((X.LE.	 1.5).AND.	 (Y.LE.	 28.))GO	 TO	 101 PCS00090
303 IF((X.LE.2.8).AHD.(X.GT.	 1.5).AND.(Y.LE.48.))GO	 TO	 102 PCS00095
311 IF(X.LE.	 2.8)GO TO 520 PCSU0100
321 IF(Y.LE.	 35.)GO TO	 103 PCSU0105
33t GO TO 104 PCSU0110
341 50 IF(X.LE.	 1.05)GO TO 500 PCSU0115
351 Ii(	 (X.LE.	 1.4S).AND.	 (Y-LE.8.))GO	 TO	 101 PCSU0120
361 IF((X.LE	 2.0)	 .AND.(X.GT.	 1.45).AND.(Y-LE.	 20.))GO	 TO	 102 PCSW@125
371 IF(X.LE.	 2.0) GO TO 520 PCSU0130
38s IF((X.1.E.3.S).AND.(Y 	 .LE.	 12.))GO	 TO	 103 PCSU913S
39: IF((X.LE.3.5).AHD.(Y.LE. 	 36.))	 GO	 TO	 104 PCSW9140
401 IF(X.LE.3.5) GO TO 520 PCSU0145
411 IF(Y.LE.	 20.)GO TO	 10S PCSu0150
42t IF(Y.LE.	 35.)GO TO	 106 PCSU015S
431 GO TO 107 PCSN0160
441 70 IF	 ((X.LE.1.5).AND.(Y.LE.32.)) 	 GO	 TO	 100
451 IF(X.LE.	 1.5)	 GO TO 520 PCSJ01110
46t IF((Y.LE.20.).AND.(X-LE.2.8)) 	 GO	 TO	 102 PCSU9175
47: IF((Y.LE.48.).AHD.(X.LE.2.8))
	 GO	 TO	 103 PCSU01BO
481 IF(X.LE.	 2.8)	 GO TO S20 PCSuQ185
491 IF(Y.LE.	 24.)	 GO TO	 104 PCSU0190
501 IF(Y.LE.	 40.)	 GO TO 105 PCSU0195







581 101 IPATCH-1 PCS60205
S91 GO TO 706 PCSUOL.10
601 102 IPATCH-2 PCSW0215
611 GO TO 7" PCSLJI?220
621 103 IPATCH-3 DCSW622S
638 GO TO 708 PCSUO230
641 104 1 PA%m- 4 PCS610235
651 GO TO 700 PCSUO240
661 105 IPATCH-5 PCSUO24S
671 GO TO 700 PCSJA250
681 106 IPATCH -6 PCSW02SS
69t GO TO 700 PCSUO260
701 107 IPATCH-7 PCSW0265
711 IF(X.GT.20.) X-20
721 7" CONTINUE




	 1 . 1,6 PCSWO285
771 IF	 (A(1,I,IPATA6)	 .FO.	 0.)	 GO	 TO	 760
. 1,	 ,- J
OF A AL A
UOR 4 fQ(J	 IS
?'Y
781 DO 730 J -1,6 PCSU9295
791 IF	 (A(J.I,IPATAB)	 .EQ.	 0.)	 GO TO 735
Be: Z	 -	 Z	 +	 A(J,I,IPATAB)	 9	 (Xlit(I-1))	 t	 (Yt1(J-1))
Sit 730 CONTINUE PCSUO310
821 735 CONTINUE PCSU9315
831 740 CONTINUE PCSW0320
841 760 X-X3
851 IF(((ITABLE.E0.1).OR.( ITABLE .EO.2)).AND.(Z.GE.90.))OFFTBL -2
868 IF((ITABLE
	






961 510 WRITE	 (6,511) Y PCSW@340








981 DATA	 (B(I),	 1.1,	 36)	 /	
-.45502295E+3,	 .417ieSSE+2,
991 1	 -.2526002E+1,













	 220.,	 .2316127E+3,	 -.7982207E+2,
1661 7	 .1988133E+1,




lest DATA	 (B(I),	 I.73,108)1




list I	 .116867SE-4,	 .5377458E+2,-.6947946E+1,
	 .1604501E+1,-.33449885	 , PCSU9420
111: 2	 .2559358E-1,--5881141E-3,
	 .2292846E+2,





	 .14236532	 ,-.4066452E-2,1210.1 PCSU@435
1141 DATA	 (B(I),	 1.109,144)1	 .1264253E+3,-.1376618E+2, PCSU9440
lis t 1	 .6486186	 -.1357706E-1,	 .121729E-3	 ,	 .0	 -.122099E +4 PcSUe445
116 1 2	 .8141611E+2,-.26783191	 -.3160076E-1,	 .1795490E-4,	 .0 PCSue450
1171 3	 .5419949E+4,-.9224745E+2,-.177 73e7E+2,	 .35329902	 .3728116E-2, PCSU0455
118t 4	 .0	 -.1302285E+5,	 .3071897E+3,	 .7558936E+1,	 .1641796E+1, PCSW0460
1191 5-.5539958E-1,	 .0	 .13688@6E+S,-.9949971E+3,	 .8745465E+2, PCSW0465
1261 6-.6093441E+1,.1231502,.e,62e./
121 1 DATA	 (B(I),1-145,180)1
122: 7	 .3767199E+2,-.3462785E+1, 	 .13918317	 -.1230641E-2,	 22.0 :'CSW0475
1231 8	 .3208977E+3,	 .3631855E+2,-.1786110E+1,	 .1748266E-1,	 22.0 PCSU0480
1241 9	 .3@l9779E +4,-.8086@98E+3,	 .2870986E+2.-.25491@7l	 ,	 21.e PCSU048S
1251 1	 .59647l3E+S,-.3587l69E+4, 	 .7966175E+2,-.75989497	 141.01 PCSU049
1261 DATA	 (B(I),I.181,216)1
1271 2	 .5636795E+2,-.4826616E+1,	 .19074503 PCSU0495
128 t 3 31.0	 -.2276708E+4,	 .3522476E+3,-.6491722E+1, 	 31.0 PCSWe50s
1291 4-.1573135E+6,-.3414515E+3, 	 .8101909E+2,	 32.0	 1	 .4848575E+7, PCSU0595
130: S-.1228878E+6,	 .3798787E+3,	 32.0	 ,-.2778084E+7,-.2323078E+6, PCSWO510
1311 6	 .6385858E+4,	 910.1 PCSWGS15
132: DATA	 (B(I),	 1.253,288)1	 -.98543743E+3 PCSW0520
1331 1	 .14913243E+3	 -.38690958E+1	 .78674236E-1	 28.0 PCSU@525
1341 2	 .38645046E+4	 -.57854352E+3	 .16057233E+2	 -.38328927 PCSJ0530
1351 3	 2t.8	 -.48811490E+4	 .72280498E+3	 -.22178436E+2 PCS(J@535
136 1 4	 .60628930	 22.9	 .20911268E+4	 -.30338782E+3 PCSWOS40
1371 5	 .10199340E+2	 -.31032062	 1410.1
1381 DATA	 (0(1),1.289,324)1
1391 6	 -.46935175E+3	 .74999131E+1	 .62472434	 -.311417S3E-2 PCSW0559
1401 7	 .18999426E-3	 .0	 .39063672E+4	 -.67884265E+2 PCSWe555
1411 8 -.39509797E+1	 .53865644E-2
	 -.17998610E-2	 .0 PCSW0560
142 : 9 -.11617541E+5	 .20BS2209E+3	 .11372642E+2	 -.57256588E-1 PCSuOS6S







1451 3 -.74359938E+4	 .123322e2E+3
	 .94192376E+1	 -.23014992 PCSW058e
146, 4	 .10012938E-1
	 ,720.1
1471 DATA	 (B(I),	 I.325,360)/	 .11409437 PCSUe58s
1461 S	 .96082449	 0	 .26737328E-1	 -.14371288E-2	 1998871E-4,	 O.,PCSWOS99
149 2 6	 .45937638E+2 , -.99042812E+1
	 .58227665	 -.84683618E-2 PCSWe535
150: 7.37723131E-4,0., 	 .13405882E+3	 .28456653E+1	 .31682443 PCSW0608




















































































DATA (1(I),	 1.361,396)/	 -.61178322E+2
1 -.15594696
	 .19646023E-2	 -.72860442E-5





S -.24399687E+5	 .619139SIE+3	 .73181110E+1
6 -.63625578E-2	 .0	 .44471376E+5
7 -.39312454E+2	 .67556079	 .31871982E-2,
DATA (8(I),	 I.595,540)/	 -.3321322
1 .76334979E-1 , -.28858615E-1	 .4SS90165E-2
2 -.17324872	 p .57850695	 -.42637694
3 -.38552517E-2	 .0	 .37217119E+1
4	 SS374501	 .41198257E-1	 -.10911688E-1
5 -.58373798E+1	 .14451009E+1	 -.11471143




8I . 541,576)/	 -.78003525E+1	 .13987730E+1
9 .32248734E- 1.	 29.0	 .39695817E+2
1 .16677517	 -.77640998E-1	 29.0
2 -.63689274	 .2O642;,SIE+1	 -.52601560E-1
3 .37257988E+2	 .50949779E+1	 -.27737575E+1
DATA (3(I).1-577,612)/
4	 -.15378365E-2









1 -.72532363E-2	 .85816698E-4	 29.0
2 -.1317OM6E+1	 .46623661E-1	 -.58180164E-3




S -.17074787E-2	 .34558708E-3	 -.20447315E-4
6 -.62376658E-2	 -.24418006E-1	 .16028931E-1
	
7 .22400754E-3 -.50253790E-5 	 .82195252E-1
8 -.42795077E-1	 .14166802E-1	 -.14439430E-2
9 -.21585754	 .23410848	 -.10090115
1 .23211899E-2	 -.78764006E-4,12!0./
DATA (8(I),I.685,720)/
2 -.92395025	 .84124699E-1	 -.17560913E-2
3 29.0	 .13867504E+2	 -.10416866E+1
4 -.10356036E-3	 29.0	 -.72141665E+2
5 -.10193683	 .38163086E-3	 29.0
6 -.68065061E+1	 .93235439E-1	 .29873349E-3




















































6 • .10601885	 -.32140365E-1
	 .68815543E-2


















































































pet DATA (9(I)	 I.165,900)i -.29848646E-4 , -.IM79196E-3
'	 8731 1	 .66062544E-3 -.27032806E-5 , .27288698E-7 , .81341 2	 .19114871E-1 -.14227287E-1 , .83681649E-3 , .87833846E -48361 3 -.41828549E-5 .0 -.27824156 .38831374836t 4 -.28828894E-1 -.18989617E-3 .34849331E-4 , .88371 5	 .1162"04E+1 -.11613388E+1 .11662898 -93110585E-32381 6 -.14726618E-3 .8 -.14983675E+1 .1132935E+1
not 7 -.79894673E-1 -.63894888E-2 .38867883E-3 720./
2481 DATA (9(I),8413 8I.901,936)i -.11979781E+1 .11298669	 , -.27943283E-28481 9	 .31188659E-4 , 22.0 .82003349E+i -.748437868431 1	 .22383828E-1 , -.22251188E-3 22.0 -.52988668E+18441 2	 .18988448	 , .14978321E-2 , -.67899S55E-4 88.8245t 3 -.27328636E+2 , .32842271E+1 , -.11826952 .1331S812E-2,2461 41410./8471 DATA	 (9(1), 1.937,972)/ .208051893E+1	 , -.10726581	 ,
2483 5	 .25621404E-2 . -.15091504E-4,220.,-.1484179E+2, .32816338	 ,
2493 6	 .50126398E-2 , -.I"W433E-3,220.,-.11282539E+3,.1029T273E +2 ,2581 7 -.28012418	 , .23418S1DE-2.220.,.66653763E+2, -.63804939E+1




































































IF(PMANGL.GT.103.2) GO TO 990
IF(PMAHGL
	
I.E.. 	 86.)	 N-N-2 PMEX 065
IF(PMANGL	 I.E.. 	 68.8)	 M-N-2 PMEX 07P
IF(PMANGL
	
I.E.. 	 S1.6) M-N-2 PMEX 075
IF(PMANGL
	 .LE.	 34.4) N-N-2 PMEX 080
IF(PMANGL
	
.LE.	 17.2) H-N-2 PMEX 085
EN-M PMEX 090





















IF(IDEAL.GT.0) GO TO 999
A(I,J)-SORT(GAMAt1716.489ZtT)



























1x1	 REAL MUSTRM,MLOCAL	 PMID 005
	
111	 DIMENSION X(26)	 PMID 010
laic













met	 C1-SORT((GAMMA41.)/(CALLA-1.11 	 PMID 015
	al t	 Ca-PMNICLt .0174533
	
as	 C31-SQRT(MUSTRMis2-1.) 	 PMID 02S
	
233	 C4-CISATAM(C31 /Cl) 	 PMID 03S
	
a49	 C3-ATAM(C31)	 PMID 030
1 CS-C3-C4-C2
t C6-C1it2 PMID 045
art X(1)-ML)STRM
aett
BR1C82tts PERFORM NEYTOM-RAPIISOH ERROR IS LESS THAN 011E PERCENT tits!
301C
311 DO 20 I .2.26 PMID 060
381 F-CitATAN(X(1- 1)/CI)-ATAN(X(I-1))4C5 PMID 065
331 XX-X(I -1)!x2 PMID 070
349 FPRIME-C6/(C64XX)-1. /(1.4XX)
351 X(I)-X(I-1)-F/FPRIME PMID 080
Set IF(ABS((X(I)-X(I-1))/X(I-1))	 .LE.	 .01) GO TO 40 PMID OBS
371 20 CONTINUE PMID 090
381 GO TO S6 PMID 185
391 40 XXX-X(I) PMID 110
40tC
41SC92222 COMPUTE LOCAL CONDITIONS ttitt
421C
431 50 ML0CAL-Sv,'T(XXXli242.)
449 GMINUS-(QAMMA-1.) /2. PMID 120
461 C-(1. 4GMINUSSMUSTRMtt2)/(1.4QMINUSIMLOCALtt2) PMID 125
461 PLOCAL-PLISTRMtCtt(QAWA/(GA}M)IA-1.) ) PMID 130




613 VLOCAL-MLOCALSALOCAL PMID 150
683 RETURN PMID 160
631 END PMID 170













71	 COIMION/ THICK/ OTEO, TOOT, TEO, OC, OR, HCOUT, EMISS. HREC,
	








let	 COtil0tl/ FLWFLD/ PHIL(16 ), T9, REST(3S )
	131	 DIMEMION TPRINT(a5)
	
141	 DATA STEVIE/ .4760E-12/
lit ZOM FORMAMH0, 44X, (SHOUTER WALL, 10X. F21.2/
	191	 1	 (1H	 44X, I3, 17x, F21.2))
	
171	 3M FORNIIT(IN	 44X, ISHINNER WALL, 10X, F21.2)
	
191	 4000 FORMAT( ON HTC(IW)- E11.5.9H T GAS	 F9.2,12H	 T SINK -F9.2,0,
	




all	 224NTEMPERATURE DISTRINUTI0N )
	
9111	 DO See I	 1, IMAX
	
131	 TPRINT(I)	 T(I) - 459.7
141 SN CONTINUE
	
161	 TU R11T - TW - 459.7
	
as?	 GIN	 - EMISIN I STEVIE t TUI it 4 • EMISIN t STEVIE t TSINK tor
	171	 1 4 • WIN I (TGAS - TYI)
	
191	 TWIPRT - TYI - 459.7
	
191	 TS - TSIMK - 459.7
	
















2:C	 CALCULATES RADIATION EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE
3: COMMON/FLAG/IDEAL
4: SIGMA-4.75892E-13
5: TG n TU
6: 1 CALL MOLIER(HG,PE,2,TG,ZZ,SS,RR,GG)
7: IF (IDEAL -EQ. 0) GO TO 10
8: HG n .2345*TG+9.786E-6*TG*TG+943.6/TG-1.57
9: 10 DHDT-.2345+1.9572E-5*TG-943.6i(TG*TG)
10: IF (TG .LT. 400.) DHDT-.23366
11: RESID-ENC*(HR-HG)-EMIS*SIGMA*TG**4
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THIS SUBROUTINE ESTABLISHES THE STABLE TIME INCREMENT FOR	 t
SIC	 THE THICK SKIM OPTIOMI THE LESSER OF THE TINES REQUIRED FOR$
sic
	




RADIATION EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURES FOR THE GIVEN NET HE:IT	 0
Bic	 FLUX AMD MEAT CAPACITY.	 $
91 f
101C	 IF THE STABLE TIME INCREMENT IS LESS THAN 1 SECOND W RUSE f
111C	 THE WALL TEMPERATURE AND WALL EQUILIBRIUM TERMPERATURE ARE t
121C	 WITHIN 1 DEGREE, THEM THE STABLE TIME INCREMENT IS SET TO 1 t
13 1 C	 SECOND.	 t
14IC	 t
1SFClittfttt$ttytttttfftt$ittfltttifttttttttftttttttiftttltttttttttlttt/tft
16 1	COMMON/ THICK/ DTEO, TDOT, TEO, OC, OR, HCO, EMISS, HREC,





22 1	DATA STEVIE/ .4760E 12/
231 3MS FORMAT(ING, 13X, 36H2t2MEWT0h-R4PHS0M FAILED TO CONVERGE,
241	 1	 53H ON A VALUE FOR THE INNER EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE PT,
251	 2	 Flt.3, 11H SECO"DS1I2)
261Cttitittlttlttttit$$tttttttttfitlftfittltf$ftt/ttf!ltttltt/ttiitttilfttt
271C	 1
211C	 STABLE TIME INCREMENTI OUTER WALL
	 !
29 1 C	 !
3.1Cttltftt$ttltf$tttlttltitfft$ttt!/lttfifttD:titsft/!ttltft/$ltitlittlltt
31 t	CALL RADEOT(HCO,HREC.EMISS.T(I),PL,TEO)
321	 00	 OC - OR
331	 DTO	 ABS(GOUT 1 (TEO
	 - T(1))/(00 - FOUT SGOUTt (T(1)
	 T(2))))
311	 IF(DTO.LT.I..AND.(ABS(TEO-T(1))).LT.1.) D70 •1.9
351C!ltfltttftf!/itlttittittttlt/lttttlttt/!ltftt/tit/t/!$tftflltitltlttitt
36tC	 t
371C	 STABLE TIME IMCREME NTI INNER WALL
	 t
MC	 t
391C	 FOR ADIABATIC INNER WALL, SET RADIATION VIEW FACTOR AND
	
t
4@1C	 HEAT TRA"SFER COEFFICIEN T
 EQUAL TO ZERO.	 t
411C	 1
^21C$!ti/tffftttlftlttttfttftilittttttttttf$tltttttltltttifit/ttlttfftftftt
43(	 IF (FMISIM .NE. R. .OR. HCIM .ME. 0.) GO TO 16
411	 DTI - 1.GE*06
IS(	 TF02	 t.
16 1	GO TO 20
171	 10 CONTINUE
41 1 	 TE02
	 T (1 MAX )
191	 AL02 - EMISIM t STEVIE
Sol	 BE02 - HCIh
S11	 CLO2 - AE02 t TSIMK3114 • HCIh1 TGAS
521Ctttttittttftltttftttilfft/ttltt/fttittfttititttfttttitfittttftttifttttt
53 1 C	 t
S41C	 FOR INNER WALL, IF SUM OF RADIATIJ_ AMD CONVECTIVE HEAT 	 t
SSMC	 FLUX 15 ZERO, SET RADIATION EGUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE TO
	
t




OF	 IF (CF02 JO. 0.) TE02 • S.
tlCttltttltt ► ittttlttttittftttfttttitilititltlttittitttfffttilftltitittltt
611C	 t
681C	 THE NEUTON-RAPHSOM METHOD IS LSED TO SOLVE FOR THE	 t
631C	 RADIATION EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE. 	 t
N1C	 t
6SICttfttttftittftttfttllliftlifttttltlitittitittiiltlttitftlllttt/tltttttt
Fit	 IF (CE02 .ME. 0.) CALL NEWT(AE02, Bf02, CE02, TE02, ICANT)
671	 IF (ICANT .ME. Q) GO TO 910
M	 DTI • ABS(GIMP(T(IMAX)-TE02)/(FIMIIGINI(T(IMAX-1)-T(IMAX)).0I))
69 1	IF(DTI.LT.I..AMD.(ABS(TE02-7(IMAX))).LT.1.) DTI-1.0
?01	 20 COMITIMUE
711	 DTEO • AM1141(DTO,DT1)
721	 RETURN
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11	 SUBROUTINE TINT6 ( A,AT,B,BT , C,CT,D,DT,E,ET,F , FT,G,GT , It. MAX)
alc LINEAR INTERPOLATION FOR 6 VARIABLES - IF IL • 1 , 71^ IMDERNDENT
















179 4	 DO 9 1.2,MAX
181	 !F(A-A;(I))20.18.9
191 9	 CONTINUE








221 26	 RATIO- ( A-AT(I-1))/(AT ( I)-AT(I-1))
291	 B-ST ( I-1) + RATIOS(BT(I)-BT(I-1))
391	 C -CT(I-1) + RATI0l ( CT(I)-CT(I-1))
311	 D-DT ( I-1) + RATIOt ( DT(I)-DT(I-1))
32,
	 E-ET ( I-1) + RATIOt ( ET(I)-ET(I-1)1
33t	 F-FT(1-1) + RATIOS(FT(I)-FT(I-1))
31t	 G-GT(I-1) + RATIO*(GT(I)-GT(I-1))
3St	 RETURN
361 11
	 DO 16 I.2,MAX
371	 IF(AT(1)-A)20,18,16
38t 16	 CONTINUE





















91	 DATA ( EMEX(K), K-1 ,7)/0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,3.S,4.5,5.5
	








141	 IF(NTRANS.EG.6) GO TO 60
	








191	 30 ELTRAM-PARAIXMUE /(RHOESUE)




221	 GO 70 100
	




251	 IF(NCFLG.LE.0) GO TO 100
	




281	 GO TO 180
	








331	 GO TO 100
	
341	 60 CALL EDPARM(ALPHA,PARA)
	
36 1 	 GO TO 50
	





39:	 IF(EL	 LT.ELTRAN) GO TO 999
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71	 PARAMETER JI . 17, J2-500, J3.32
	




10t	 8 HFACZI(J2) OT(2).TT(2),T112(J2)
	lit	 DIMENSION a (S0),TZ(50),ALFAOT(5B),ZZ(50),DELTAT(5B)
	



















































44t	 CALL BASALF('L/CSTD )
	
451	 CALL MIXALF ('STANDARD')
	
46t	 GO TO 340
471C
	





S21C	 INSERT CODING HERE
631C
	
Sot	 GO TO 340
SStC
	







63 1 C PLOT REFERENCE PLOTS
641C
BSI IF(ICASE-2) S.	 10,	 20
661C














77tC TIME US VELOCITY
781C
791 CALL HMDYLO(IHCOPY,TZ,UZ,MT,2,1)99 islit TIME VS ANGLE OF ATTACK
821C




873 GO TO 40
laic







961 CALL DRA(JLO(XOR,XSTEP, XAXIS,YOR,YSTEP,YAXIS,TIMEI,OCI,IT,3,3
973 1	 IDCOPY)
D83 CALL DRAULO(XOR, XSTEP,XAXIS,YOR,YSTEP,YAXIS,TIME1,OCIT,IT,2,
3,
991 1	 IDCOPY)












































142 1 IF(NHFLAG	 .EQ.	 1) GO TO 27
1431C
1443C REYNOLDS NUMBER LOCAL/1.0E6
1451C






























1748 IF(ARIDEF	 .ME.	 1	 ) GO TO 210
17SIC
















.GT.	 0.0A1) GO TO 236
19180






1981 IF(ITHICK	 .ME.	 0) GO TO 37
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Off-line plotting is 1 , isically the same as explained in section 4, except
that the data is ready o be plotted and stored in a secured file. The
name of the file contain-ng the runstream is different; it is OFFLPT
(off-line plotting) and resides in secured file ES35-NO6516*LOREN.
The runstrearn listing for OFFLPT is shown i ► i fi gure 2; the program listing
























Figure 2. - Runstream listing OFFLPT.
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11. SUBROUTINES USED BY MINIVER
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